Ordering curriculum is quicker and easier than ever with the curriculum ordering process at store.lds.org. Speed up your ordering experience by reviewing the list of available materials in the accompanying “Instructions for Curriculum” and then completing the steps below:

1. **ACCESS THE CURRICULUM PORTAL**
   Go to store.lds.org and click on Unit Materials.

2. **SIGN IN WITH LDS ACCOUNT**
   Sign in with your LDS Account and click on Curriculum for the coming year. The following LDS Account holders can access curriculum products:

   Stake president and counselors • Bishop or branch president and counselors • Stake/ward/branch executive secretary • Stake/ward/branch clerk

   Find instructions to set up an LDS Account on the reverse. Instructions to change leadership callings in MLS are at tech.lds.org/wiki/callings.

3. **SELECT MATERIALS**
   Enter the language and quantity needed for each new curriculum item, and click Add to Cart. Select needed items for each organization from the tabs along the top of the page.

4. **VERIFY SHOPPING CART**
   Verify the materials in your shopping cart and click Check Out Now.

5. **COMPLETE YOUR ORDER**
   Select your unit from the Payment Type drop-down menu, verify shipping details and items ordered, and then click Place Your Order.
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Get the 2013 edition of the scriptures. Previous edition in large and compact size.